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Abstract
A group signature scheme allows members of a group to sign messages anonymously. To counter
misuse, the so-called group manager can revoke the anonymity.
This paper contributes two results to the area of group signatures. First, we improve the state-of-theart scheme by Ateniese et al. by an order of magnitude. Our new scheme satisfies the recent security
definition by Bellare et al. Second, and of a more theoretical nature, we study the Bellare et al. definitions
and show that their notion of full-anonymity may require stronger assumptions than what is needed to
achieve a relaxed but reasonable notion of anonymity.
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Introduction

Group signatures, introduced by Chaum and van Heyst [CvH91], allow a member to anonymously sign on
behalf of the group. More precisely, distinguishing whether or not two group-signatures originated by the
same or by different group members is infeasible to everyone but the group manager. A number of group
signature schemes are proposed in the literature [CvH91, CP95, CS97, CM98, ACJT00, AST02, CL02a,
BMW03, AdM03, BBS04, CL04]. Many of them also allow members to join and leave the group at arbitrary
times [AST02, CL02a, TX03].
Group signatures have many applications in the area of privacy protection. The most prominent one is
probably in trusted computing, where a computing device is required to authenticate as proper (i.e., secure)
device, i.e., that it has obtained attestation by some third party. To protect privacy of the device’s user, this
authentication should not allow identification of the device. In fact, the protocol standardized by the Trusted
Computing Group to achieve this [Tru03] uses the Ateniese et al. group signature scheme [ACJT00] but
without its anonymity revocation feature.
In this paper, we present a new practical group signature scheme that is related to the Ateniese et al.
scheme [ACJT00]. We prove that it satisfies a strong security definition very similar to [BMW03]. Security
is proved in the random oracle model under the strong RSA assumption and a DDH assumption.
Our scheme is considerably faster than the state of the art scheme in [ACJT00]. Moreover, in our scheme
the protocol to join the group only takes two rounds. The prospective member sends a join request to the
group manager. The group manager sends a certificate back to the member.
The scheme supports dynamically joining new members to the group without changing the public key.
Furthermore, it is possible to revoke a secret key such that it can no longer be used to sign messages. Revocation of a membership does require the public key to be modified. However, the modification is of constant
size and allows group members in good standing to update their secret keys easily. To accomplish the goal
we use methods similar to those of [CL02a] and [TX03]. Their schemes are not as efficient as our scheme.
We present a modification of our scheme that with only a small loss of efficiency also allows us to make
a full revocation, i.e., reveal all signatures signed with a revoked key. This scheme does not satisfy the
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[BMW03] definition of security though. The problem is that given a private signature key it is possible to
determine which signatures belong to the member in question.
As a separate theoretical contribution, we show that the existence of one-way functions and NIZK arguments can be used to construct a group signature scheme. Again, we obtain a scheme that does not satisfy
the [BMW03] definition because a member’s secret key does make it possible to identify signatures made by
this member. We propose how to define security of group signature schemes when compromise of members’
secret keys does matter.
We prove that the [BMW03] definition implies IND-CCA2 secure public key bit-encryption. As far as
we know, the existence of one-way functions and NIZK arguments does not entail the existence of public key
encryption. Therefore, it seems that to satisfy [BMW03] one must use stronger security assumptions than
what is needed for just making a group signature scheme.
State of the art. The current state of the art group signature scheme is due to Ateniese et al. [ACJT00].
While being reasonably efficient, this scheme does not support certificate revocation. An extension by Ateniese, Song and Tsudik [AST02] implements the full revocation mentioned before, i.e., all bad signatures by
the revoked member are revealed. Unfortunately, this scheme is rather inefficient. Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [CL02a] and Tsudik and Xu [TX03] propose schemes with dynamic revocation. This means that after
a certificate has been revoked the member cannot any longer make signatures. Both schemes are less efficient
than [ACJT00]. [TX03] is more efficient than [CL02a], but relies on a trusted third party to generate some
of the data, and need to update the key both when members join and leave the group. [CL02a] can easily be
modified to only updating the verification key when memberships are revoked.
All the schemes mentioned here include in their assumptions the strong RSA assumption and the random
oracle model. Ateniese and de Medeiros [AdM03] suggest a scheme that does not rely on knowledge of
the factorization of the modulus, but this scheme is much less efficient than [ACJT00]. [BMW03] suggest
a scheme based on any trapdoor permutation and without the random oracle model. This scheme is only a
proof of concept; it is very inefficient.
Concurrent with our work, Boneh, Boyen, and Shacham [BBS04] as well as Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [CL04] presented groups signatures schemes based on bilinear maps. While these schemes are more
efficient, they are based on new and alternative number theoretic assumptions.
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Definitions

A group signature scheme involves three types of parties: members, non-members and a group manager.
It further consists of five algorithms KeyGen, Join, Sign, Verify, Open, and Revoke. The key generation
algorithm produces (vk, gmsk) ← KeyGen() as output, where vk is a public verification key and gmsk is
the group managers secret key. If the group of members is fixed, we may assume that the algorithm also
~ of secret keys to be used by the members. If, however, the group of members is dynamic,
outputs a vector sk
KeyGen does not output secret keys for the members. Instead, the Join protocol can be used to let nonmembers join the group. As the end of this protocol, a new member obtains a secret key ski , while the
group manager obtains some information Yi related to the new member that he includes into his secret key
gmsk. To sign a message m the member runs σ ← Sign(ski , m). To verify a signature σ on message m
one computes Verify(vk, m, σ). Furthermore, given a signature σ on m, the group manager can identify the
originating member by computing Open(gmsk, m, σ), which outputs the identity of the member who created
the signature. Finally, using the Revoke algorithm (vk, gmsk) ← Revoke(gmsk, Yi ), the group manager can
exclude the member relating to Yi from the group.
Bellare, Micciancio, and Warinschi [BMW03] propose two properties, full-traceability and fullanonymity, that capture the security requirements of group signatures. These definition assume that the
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key generation is run by a trusted party and do not consider members joining or leaving the group after the
key generation [BMW03]. to include a dynamically changing membership.
Full-traceability. The short description of full-traceability is that without a member’s secret key it must be
infeasible to create a valid signature that frames this member. This must hold even if the group manager’s
secret key and an arbitrary number of the members’ secret keys are exposed.
Formally, we say that the group signature scheme has full-traceability if the expectation of the following
experiment is negligible.
Expf−trace
(k) :
A
~ ← KeyGen(k)
(vk, gmsk, sk)
(m, σ) ← ASign(sk· ,·),Corrupt(·) (vk, gmsk)
If Verify(vk, m, σ) = 1, i = Open(gmsk, m, σ) ∈ [k], i was not queried Corrupt(·) and (i, m) was
not queried to Sign(sk· , ·) then return 1
If Verify(vk, m, σ) = 1 and i = Open(gmsk, m, σ) ∈
/ [k] then return 1
Else return 0
Here Corrupt(·) is an oracle that on query i ∈ [k] returns ski .
[BMW03] argue that full-traceability implies what is meant by the more informal notions of unforgeability, no-framing, traceability, and coalition resistance as defined, e.g., in [ACJT00].
Full-anonymity. We want to avoid that signatures can be linked to group members or other signatures. For
this purpose, we define full-anonymity as the notion that an adversary cannot distinguish signatures from two
different members. This must hold even when we give the secret keys to the adversary. In other words, even
if a member’s key is exposed, then it is still not possible for the adversary to see whether this member signed
some messages in the past, neither is it possible to see if any future messages are signed by this member.
(b, k) :
Expf−anon
A
~ ← KeyGen(k)
(vk, gmsk, sk)
~ σ ← Sign(ski , m)
(i0 , i1 , m) ← AOpen(gmsk,·,·) (vk, sk);
b
Open(gmsk,·,·)
d←A
(σ)
If A did not query m, σ return d, else return 0
We say the group signature scheme has full-anonymity if Pr[Expf−anon
(1, k) = 1] A
Pr[Expf−anon
(0,
k)
=
1]
is
negligible.
A
[BMW03] argue that full-anonymity entails what is meant by the more informal notions of anonymity
and unlinkability.
Anonymity. The [BMW03] model is strict in its anonymity requirements. It demands that even if a member’s secret key is exposed it must still be impossible to tell which signatures are made by the member in
question. This is a good definition of security in a threat model where parties may be corrupted adaptively
but can erase data. The schemes in [ACJT00] and [CL02a] have this strong anonymity property as does our
new scheme with Join and Revoke.
In other threat models, this may be aiming too high. Consider for instance a static adversary, then the key
is exposed before any messages are signed or it is never exposed. Or consider an adaptive adversary where
parties cannot erase data, in this case full-anonymity does not buy us more security. We therefore define a
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weaker type of anonymity that is satisfied if both the group manager’s secret key and the member’s secret key
are not exposed. We note that for instance the scheme in [CvH91, AdM03, TX03] satisfy only this weaker
property. One positive effect of not requiring full-anonymity is that potentially it makes it possible for the
member to claim a signature she made, i.e., prove that she signed a particular signature, without having to
store specific data such as randomness, etc., used to generate the signature. This latter property is called
claiming in [KTY04].
Expanon
A (b, k) :
~ ← KeyGen(k)
(vk, gmsk, sk)
(i0 , i1 , m) ← AOpen(gmsk,·,·),Sign(sk· ,·),Corrupt(·) (vk); σ ← Sign(skib , m)
d ← AOpen(gmsk,·,·),Sign(sk· ,·) (σ)1
If A did not query m, σ to Open and did not query i0 , i1 to Corrupt(·) then return d, else return 0
anon
We say the group signature scheme is anonymous if Pr[Expanon
A (1, k) = 1] - Pr[ExpA (0, k) = 1] is
negligible.
As Bellare et al. [BMW03], we can argue that anonymity implies the informal notions of anonymity and
unlinkability mentioned in the introduction.
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Preliminaries

Protocols to Prove Knowledge of and Relations among Discrete Logarithms. In our scheme, we will use
various protocols to prove knowledge of and relations among discrete logarithms. To describe these protocols,
we use notation introduced by Camenisch and Stadler [CS97] for various proofs of knowledge of discrete
logarithms and proofs of the validity of statements about discrete logarithms. For instance, PK{(α, β, γ) :
y = g α hβ ∧ ỹ = g̃ α h̃γ ∧ (u ≤ α ≤ v)} denotes a “zero-knowledge Proof of Knowledge of integers α, β,
and γ such that y = g α hβ and ỹ = g̃ α h̃γ holds, where u ≤ α ≤ v,” where y, g, h, ỹ, g̃, and h̃ are elements of
some groups G = hgi = hhi and G̃ = hg̃i = hh̃i. The convention is that Greek letters denote the quantities
the knowledge of which is being proved, while all other parameters are known to the verifier. Using this
notation, a proof protocol can be described by just pointing out its aim while hiding all details.
In the random oracle model, such protocols can be turned into signature schemes using the Fiat-Shamir
heuristic [FS86, PS96]. We use the notation SPK{(α) : y = g α }(m) to denote a signature obtained in this
way.
Cryptographic Assumptions. We prove security under the strong RSA assumption and the decisional
Diffie-Hellman assumption.
Assumption 1 (Strong RSA Assumption) The strong RSA (SRSA) assumption states that it is computationally infeasible, on input a random RSA modulus n and a random element u ∈ Z∗n , to compute values e > 1
and v such that v e ≡ u (mod n).
The tuple (n, u) generated as above is called an instance of the flexible RSA problem.
Assumption 2 (DDH Assumption) Let p be an `p -bit prime and p an `q -bit prime such that q|p − 1. Let g ∈
Z∗p be an element of order q. Then, for sufficiently large values of `p and `q , the distribution {(g, g a , g b , g ab )}
is computationally indistinguishable from the distribution {(g, g a , g b , g c )}, where a, b, and c are random
elements from [0, q − 1]
1

We do not allow A to corrupt member’s in the second phase. This is simply because we WLOG may assume that it corrupts all
other members than i0 and i1 before getting the challenge signature.
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The Camenisch-Lysyanskaya Signature Scheme. The group signature scheme is based on the
Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (CL) signature scheme [CL02b, Lys02]. Unlike most signature schemes, this one
is particularly suited for our purposes as it allows for efficient protocols to prove knowledge of a signature
and to retrieve signatures on secret messages efficiently using discrete logarithm based proofs of knowledge [CL02b, Lys02]. We recall the signature scheme here.
Key generation. On input 1k , choose an RSA modulus n = pq, p = 2p0 + 1, q = 2q 0 + 1 as a product of safe
primes. Choose, uniformly at random, g1 , . . . , gL , h, a ∈ QRn . Output the public key (n, g1 , . . . , gL , h, a)
and the secret key p. Let `n be the length of n.
Message space. Let `m be a parameter. The message space is the set {(m1 , . . . , mL ) : mi ∈ ±{0, 1}`m }.
Signing algorithm. On input m1 , . . . , mL , choose a random prime number e of length `e > `m + 2, and a
random number r of length `r = `n + `m + `s , where `s is a security parameter. Compute the value y such
that y e ≡ ag1m1 . . . gLmL hr (mod n). The signature on the message (m1 , . . . , mL ) consists of (e, y, r).
Verification algorithm. To verify that the tuple (e, y, r) is a signature on message (m1 , . . . , mL ), check that
y e ≡ ag1m1 . . . gLmL hr (mod n), and check that 2`e > e > 2`e −1 .
Theorem 1 ([CL02b]) The signature scheme is secure against adaptive chosen message attacks [GMR88]
under the strong RSA assumption.
Remarks. The original scheme considered messages in the interval [0, 2`m − 1] . Here, however, we allow
messages from [−2`m + 1, 2`m − 1]. The only consequence of this is that we need to require that `e > `m + 2
holds instead of `e > `m + 1.
Further note that a signature can be randomized: It is clear that if y e = ag m hr mod n, then we also have
(yh)e = ag m hr+e mod n. Thus, the signature scheme is not strong but it is secure against chosen message
attack.
The CL-signature scheme makes it possible to sign a committed message. One party computes the
0
commitment g m hr mod n, where r0 ← Zn such that m is statistically hidden. This party also proves
knowledge of m, r0 . The signer now picks e as a random `e = `2 -bit prime, and picks r00 ∈ ZEi . He then
0
00
computes y so y e = ag m hr +r and returns (y, e, r00 ). Now the party has a signature on m without the signer
having any knowledge about which message was signed.
We note that careful analysis of the signature scheme’s security proof shows that in fact the requirement
of Camenisch and Lysyanskaya that `r = `n + `m + `s holds can be relaxed to `r = `e , by picking r ← Ze .
However, if the goal is to sign a commitment message that shall be kept secret from the signer, one requires
a larger r, for instance r ← Zn .
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The Basic Group Signature Scheme

The ideas underlying our group signature scheme. We base our group signature scheme on two groups.
One group is QRn , where n is an RSA modulus chosen as a safe-prime product. The other group is of order
Q in Z∗P , where Q|P − 1.
Each member receives a CL-signature (yi , ei , ri ) on a message xi . As part of a group signature, they will
prove knowledge of such a CL-signature. Since outsiders cannot forge CL-signatures, this ensures that the
signer is member of the group. As the group manager must be able to open signatures and identify the signer
we include in the group signature also an encryption of Yi = Gxi mod P . The signer proves knowledge of
xi and that it is the same xi that she knows a CL-signature on. The group manager knowing the secret key
can decrypt and identify the signer. Because the group manager does not know xi , we avoid members being
framed by malicious group managers. The group manager cannot compute the discrete logarithm xi , and
therefore cannot make a group signature pointing to the member.
5

In Figure 1, we present the actual protocol. Following the model of [BMW03], it assumes that the key
generation algorithm is run by a trusted third party. We later extend this scheme to include dynamic join and
revocation such that this third party is not required.
Parameters. The parameters of our schemes are as follows. We use `s as a bit-length such that for any
integer a when we pick r as a |a| + `s -bit random number then a + r and r are statistically indistinguishable.
`c is the length of the output of the hash-function. `e is a number large enough that we can assign all members
different numbers and make the Ei ’s prime.
It must be the case that `c + `e + `s + 1 < `Q and `Q + `c + `s + 1 < `E < `n /2.
A suggestion for parameters is `n = `P = 2048, `E = 504, `Q = 282, `c = 160, `e = `s = 60.
This choice should ensure that factoring an `n bit number is about as hard as computing discrete logarithms
modulo an `P -bit prime [LV01].
The proof of the following theorem follows from Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 that are found in Appendix A.
Theorem 2 The basic group signature scheme has full-traceability and full-anonymity.
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Join and Revoke

Flexible Join. It may be impractical to set up the signature scheme with all members in advance. Often
groups are dynamic and we may have members joining after the public keys have been generated. The
recent schemes [ACJT00, CL02a, TX03] support members joining at arbitrary points in time. The schemes
[CL02a, TX03] require that the public key be updated when a new member joins. However, they can easily
be modified to the more attractive solution where the public key does not need to be updated when a member
joins.
Our scheme supports members joining throughout the protocol. The idea is that the member generates
Yi = Gxi mod P herself, so only she knows the discrete logarithm xi . Jointly the group manager and the
member generate ag xi hri mod n, where ri is so large that xi is statistically hidden. Then she gives it to
the group manager who generates (yi , ei ) and gives them to the member. Here we use that the CL-signature
scheme is secure against adaptive chosen message attack such that members cannot forge signatures and
thereby falsely join themselves.
Revocation. On occasions, it may be necessary to revoke a member’s secret key. Since signatures are
anonymous, the standard approach of using certificate revocation lists cannot be used. Following [CL02a]
we suggest using roots of some element w to implement revocation. A signature contains an argument of
knowledge of a pair (wi , Ei ) such that w = wiEi mod n. If we want to revoke a membership we update the
public key to contain w ← wi . Now this member may no longer prove knowledge of a root of w and thus
she cannot sign messages any more.2
When changing the public key we need to communicate to the remaining members how they should
update their secret keys. In our scheme, we do this by publishing ei corresponding to the revoked member.
Members in good standing may use this to obtain a root of the new w through a simple computation. This
means that the change in the public key is of constant size, and old members may update their secret keys by
downloading only a constant amount of public information.
The protocol is described in Figure 2.
2

A member with a revoked key can still sign messages under the old verification key and claim that they were signed when this
key was valid. Whether such an attack makes sense depends on the application of the group signature scheme and is beyond the
scope of the paper. One obvious solution is of course to add a time-stamp.
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Basic Group Signature Scheme
KeyGen(k): Choose an `n -bit RSA modulus n = pq as a product of two safe primes p = 2p0 + 1, q = 2q 0 + 1.
Select at random a, g, h ∈ QRn .
Select at random `Q -bit and `P -bit primes Q, P such that Q|P − 1. Let F be an element of order Q in Z∗P .
Choose at random XG , XH ∈ ZQ and set G = F XG mod P, H = F XH mod P .
Select at random x1 , . . . , xk ∈ ZQ and select at random r1 , . . . , rk ∈ Zn .
Choose different random `e -bit numbers e1 , . . . , ek such that E1 = 2`E + e1 , . . . , Ek = 2`E + ek are primes.
Compute y1 , . . . , yk such that y1E1 = ag x1 hr1 mod n, . . . , ykEk = ag xk hrk mod n.
Public key: vk = (n, a, g, h, Q, P, F, G, H).
Group managers private key: gmsk = (vk, XG , Y1 = Gx1 mod P, . . . , Yk = Gxk mod P ).
Member i’s private key: ski = (vk, xi , yi , ei , ri ).
Sign(ski , m): Select at random r ∈ {0, 1}`n /2 and R ∈ ZQ . Set u = hr yi mod n, U1 = F R mod P ,
U2 = GR+xi = GR Yi mod P , and U3 = H R+ei mod P .a Compute the (sub-)signature
SPK{(ξ, ρ, ε, τ ) : a = u2

`E

+ε −ξ ρ

g

h mod n ∧ U1 = F τ mod P ∧

U2 = Gτ +ξ mod P ∧ U3 = H τ +ε mod P ∧
ε ∈ {−2`e +`c +`s , +2`e +`c +`s } ∧ ξ ∈ {−2`Q +`c +`s , 2`Q +`c +`s }}(m) ,
i.e., choose rx ∈ {0, 1}`Q +`c +`s , rr ∈ {0, 1}`n /2+`c +`s , re ∈ {0, 1}`e +`c +`s , and RR ∈ ZQ and compute
v = ure g −rx hrr mod n,

V1 = F RR mod P,

V2 = GRR +rx mod P,

V3 = H RR +re mod P .

Compute a challenge c = hash(vk, u, v, U1 , U2 , U3 , V1 , V2 , V3 , m) and set zx = rx + cxi ,
zr = rr + c(−ri − rEi ), ze = re + cei , and ZR = RR + cR mod Q.
Signature: σ = (c, u, U1 , U2 , U3 , zx , zr , ze , ZR ).
Verify(vk, m, σ): Check that ze ∈ {0, 1}`e +`c +`s and zx ∈ {0, 1}`Q +`c +`s . Compute
v = a−c g −zx hzr uc2
V1 =

U1−c F ZR

mod P,

V2 =

U2−c GZR +zx

`E

+ze

mod n,

mod P,

V3 = U3−c H ZR +ze mod P

and verify that c = hash(vk, u, v, U1 , U2 , U3 , V1 , V2 , V3 , m)
Open(gmsk, m, σ): Verify that the signature is valid.
P −1

P −1

Using XG decrypt (U1 Q mod P, U2 Q mod P ) to get G

P −1
Q xi

mod P and return i.

a
Goldreich and Rosen [GR03] show that to someone not knowing the factorization of n the element hr mod n is indistinguishable from a random element in QRn for r ∈ {0, 1}`n /2 . This means that u does not reveal yi to outsiders.

Figure 1: The Basic Group Signature Scheme.
Security. As in the proof of Claim 7.3, we could have generated the elements w, a, g, h independently of the
factorization of n such that we could still make signatures. Therefore, the adversary does not gain anything
extra from the ability to adaptively join members and revoke members. The scheme still has full-anonymity.
With respect to full-traceability, we have a problem since the group manager’s secret key now contains a
factorization of n, and Claim 7.3 no longer holds. However, Claims 7.2 and 7.1 still hold so member i cannot
be framed since only she knows the discrete logarithm of Yi .
Remaining is the problem that the adversary may frame the group manager by creating a signature that
cannot be opened to any member. However, here we can prove that without knowledge of the group manager’s
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Join and Revoke
KeyGen(): Run KeyGen(0) of the basic scheme. Choose also at random w ∈ QRn and include it in vk. Prove that
g ∈ hhi by running PK{(α) : g = hα } using binary challenges. Set gmsk = (vk, p, q, XG ) where n = pq.
Join: The member selects at random xi ← ZQ and computes Yi = Gxi mod P . She also forms a commitment to
0
0
xi , g xi hri mod n with ri ∈R Zn and proves knowledge of xi , ri0 fitting the above. She sends Yi , g xi hri mod n
and the proof to the group manager.
−1

The group manager selects ei ∈ {0, 1}`e such that Ei = 2`E + ei is prime. He computes wi = wEi mod n. He
−1
0
00
selects at random ri00 ∈ Ze and sets yi = (ag xi hri +ri )Ei mod n. He sends wi , yi , Ei , ri00 back to the new
member.
Her secret key is ski = (vk, wi , xi , ri = ri0 + ri00 , yi , ei ).
Sign(vk, ski , m): Select at random r ∈ {0, 1}`n /2 and R ∈ ZQ . Set u = hr yi wi mod n, U1 = F R mod P ,
U2 = GR+xi mod P , and U3 = H R+ei mod P . Compute the (sub-)signature
SPK{(ξ, ρ, ε, τ ) : aw = u2

`E

+ε −ξ ρ

g

h mod n ∧ U1 = F τ mod P ∧

U2 = Gτ +ξ mod P ∧ U3 = H τ +ε mod P ∧
ε ∈ {−2`e +`c +`s , +2`e +`c +`s } ∧ ξ ∈ {−2`Q +`c +`s , 2`Q +`c +`s }}(m) ,
i.e., choose rx ∈ {0, 1}`Q +`c +`s , rr ∈ {0, 1}`n /2+`c +`s , re ∈ {0, 1}`e +`c +`s , and RR ∈ ZQ and compute
v = ure g −rx hrr mod n,

V1 = F RR mod P,

V2 = GRR +rx mod P,

V3 = H RR +re mod P.

Compute a challenge c = hash(vk, u, v, U1 , U2 , U3 , V1 , V2 , V3 , m) and zx = rx + cxi , zr = rr + c(−ri − rEi ),
ze = re + cei , ZR = RR + cR mod Q.
Signature: σ = (c, u, U1 , U2 , U3 , zx , zr , ze , ZR ).
Verify(vk, m, σ): Check that ze ∈ {0, 1}`e +`c +`s and zx ∈ {0, 1}`Q +`c +`s . Compute
v = (aw)−c g −zx hzr uc2
V1 =

U1−c F ZR

mod P,

V2 =

U2−c GZR +zx

`E

+ze

mod P,

mod n,
V3 = U3−c H ZR +ze mod P

and verify that c = hash(vk, u, v, U1 , U2 , U3 , V1 , V2 , V3 , m)
OpenProof(gmsk, i, m, σ): This is the same as in the basic scheme.
Revoke(gmsk, i): Publish Ei . Replace in vk the element w with wi .
Any member in good standing may update her secret key skj as follows. She selects α, β such that
αEi + βEj = 1. Then she computes the new wj ← wiβ wjα mod n.

Figure 2: Protocol for Dynamic Join and Revoke.
secret key this is not possible.
Performance. We now discuss the performance of our group signature with join and revoke and compare
it to the ACJT scheme [ACJT00] and its extension to revocation by Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [CL02b].
To compute a group-signature, one needs to do six exponentiations modulo P with exponents from ZQ ,
one exponentiation modulo n with an exponent of length `n /2, and one multi-base exponentiation with one
exponent of length `n /2 + `c + `s and two of length at most `Q + `s + `c . In a good implementation, the
computation of the multi-base exponentiation takes about 10 percent more time than a single exponentiation
with an exponent of length `n /2 + `c + `s .
The verification of a signature requires three two-base exponentiations modulo P and one multi-base
8

exponentiation modulo n. As one of the exponents of the two-base exponentiations modulo P is rather small
(`c bits), these three take roughly the same time as three ordinary exponentiations modulo P . Concerning the
multi-base exponentiation modulo n, the same statements as for the multi-base exponentiation modulo n in
the signature generation holds.
Let us compare this with the [ACJT00] group signature scheme. In order to achieve the same security as
in our scheme, the modulus n used there needs to be about 4096 bits. The reason is that in their scheme, the
group manager is given a value Bi = axi a0 mod n by a member, where xi is the member’s secret. As the
group manager knows the factorization of n, he has an advantage when trying to compute discrete logarithms
modulo n and hence to compute xi .
Now, the computation of a signature in the ACJT scheme takes four exponentiations modulo n with
exponents about the size of n2 and three multi-base exponentiations with exponents the size of about n3 .
Assuming that all the exponentiations in the ACJT and our scheme were carried out with the same modulus
(which is quite a bit in favor of the ACJT scheme), our scheme is about 20 times more efficient.) Moreover,
our scheme also provides revocation, which the ACJT scheme does not. The extension of the ACJT to
revocation proposed by Camenisch and Lysyanskaya requires about four multi-base base exponentiations
with a 2048-bit modulus and exponents, in which case our scheme is more than 26 times more efficient.
Finally we note that the ACJT scheme requires that the member are assured that the modulus n is a safe
prime product while in our scheme it is sufficient that they are convinced that g ∈ hhi. The latter can be
achieved much more efficiently than the former.
Comment added Jan 14, 2006: Comparison with pairing based cryptosystems. Hansen and Pagels
[HP06] compare the performance of our basic group signature scheme with group signature schemes based
on bilinear maps [CL04, BBS04, FI05].3 Our group signature scheme has larger signature size than all these
schemes since we are not using bilinear groups, which have short representations of group elements. For
parameters yielding comparable security, it is faster to sign messages using our scheme than [CL04] and also
slightly faster than in [BBS04, FI05]. Signature verification is faster using our scheme than using any of the
group signature schemes based on bilinear pairings mentioned above.
Separating the membership management and the anonymity revocation capability. There may be
cases where we want to separate the process of granting (and revoking) membership and the process of
revoking anonymity of signatures. A simple modification to our scheme allows for this.
The idea is that n is generated by the membership manager who can produce the needed CL signatures
that we use in our scheme. On the other hand, we let the anonymity revocation manager generate G, H. The
membership manager then registers Gxi mod P and H ei mod P with the anonymity revocation managers.
Now, if the member that wants to sign a message picks r and rr large enough (for instance from
{0, 1}`n +`s ), then in the group QRn everything is statistically hidden. Furthermore, in Z∗P everything is
encrypted. Therefore, the membership manager can no longer see who signs a particular message. However, the membership manager needs to prove that yi , g, wi ∈ hhi, otherwise the side-classes might leak
information.

6

Full Revocation

Revocation revisited. The current method of revocation does not allow us to revoke signatures valid under
an old key. It would be highly impractical to demand that all members re-sign messages when the public key
is updated. Instead, we would prefer a solution parallel to that of certificate revocation lists that allow us to
publish information that marks signatures signed by the now distrusted member. Nevertheless, of course we
3

[BBS04] uses a weaker security model than we do.
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still want to preserve the privacy of all other members so we cannot simply reveal the group manager’s secret
key.
We propose an addition that solves this problem. The idea is to pick a random element si ∈ ZQ when
the member joins. The member can now form F R mod P and F Rsi mod P and include them in a group
signature. According to the DDH assumption, this will just look like two random elements. However, if the
group manager releases si , then all signatures suddenly become clearly marked as belonging to said member.
We do need to force the member to use si , otherwise the member could create group signatures that
could not be full-revoked. Therefore, we include a random element f ∈ QRn in the public key and give the
member a CL-signature on the form (yi , Ei , ri ), where yiEi = af si g xi hri mod n. The member will form
U4 , V4 as U4 = F Rsi mod P and V4 = F ds mod P , when making the signature and argues correctness of
this together with an argument that si is included in the CL-signature that she knows.
The protocol is described in Figure 3.
Security. A member’s secret key contains si . Therefore, if the secret key is exposed it is easy to link the
member with the signatures she has made. We can therefore not hope to have full anonymity but must settle
for anonymity.
In theory, it is possible to construct a signature scheme that supports full revocation and full-anonymity.
i
One idea could be that the group manager selects elements Ai , Bi with Bi = AX
i mod P and signs these elRXi
ements. Then the member must produce in addition to the standard signature a pair (AR
mod
i mod P, Bi
P ) and prove in zero-knowledge that it has been properly formed. Once the group manager wants to make
a full revocation, he publishes Xi . However, the member’s secret key does not include Xi so exposure of
this key does not reveal which messages she has signed. This method is not very efficient though. It is an
open problem to come up with an efficient group signature scheme that has full-anonymity and supports full
revocation.
On the flip side, we note that it may be seen as a positive thing that the member’s signing key reveals
which messages she signed. In [KTY04]’s notion of traceable signatures it is a requirement that the member
should be able to claim his signature. When the member’s secret key links him to her signatures then this
can be done easily without her having to store old randomness used in specific signatures that she might later
want to claim.

7

Separating Full-Anonymity and Anonymity

Full-anonymity implies IND-CCA2 public key bit-encryption. To appreciate the strength of the
[BMW03] definition of security of a group signature scheme, let us see that full-anonymity implies CCA2
secure public key bit-encryption.
Theorem 3 If a group signature scheme satisfying full-anonymity exists, then an IND-CCA2 public key
cryptosystem for encrypting bits exists.
Sketch of proof. We set the group signature scheme up with just two identities i0 , i1 . The secret keys corresponding to these two members is published, they are the public key of the cryptosystem. To encrypt a bit b,
we use skib to sign the message m = 0. The group manager’s key gmsk corresponds to the secret key of the
cryptosystem. With gmsk, it is possible to open the signature to see whether it was signed with ski0 or ski1 .
This means that the bit b can be recovered.
Let us now restrict ourselves to adversaries that output (i0 , i1 , 0) in the first phase. Then the definition of
full-anonymity corresponds exactly to the definition of IND-CCA2 security.
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Group Signature with Full Revocation
KeyGen(): As in the basic scheme except we now also include a random element f from QRn in the public key, as
well as w ∈R QRn .
Join: The Join protocol remains the same except now the member chooses a random element si ∈ ZQ and gets
−1
0
00
yi = (af si g xi hri +ri )Ei mod n, while the group manager learns si .
Sign(vk, ski , m): Choose randomizers as in the Join and Revoke scheme and set u = hr yi wi mod n,
U1 = F R mod P , U2 = GR+xi mod P , U3 = H R+ei mod P , and U4 = U1si mod P .
Compute the (sub-)signature
SPK{(ψ, ξ, ρ, ε, τ ) : aw = u2

`E

+ε −ψ −ξ ρ

f

g

h mod n ∧ U1 = F τ mod P ∧

U2 = Gτ +ξ mod P ∧ U3 = H τ +ε mod P ∧ U4 = U1ψ mod P ∧
ε ∈ {−2`e +`c +`s , +2`e +`c +`s } ∧ ψ, ξ ∈ {−2`Q +`c +`s , 2`Q +`c +`s }}(m) ,
i.e., choose rs ∈ {0, 1}`Q +`c +`s , rx ∈ {0, 1}`Q +`c +`s , rr ∈ {0, 1}`n /2+`c +`s , re ∈ {0, 1}`e +`c +`s , and
RR ∈ ZQ and compute
v = ure f −rs g −rx hrr mod n,

V1 = F RR mod P,

V2 = GRR +rx mod P,

V4 = U1rs mod P,

V3 = H RR +re mod P,

Compute a challenge c = hash(vk, u, v, U1 , U2 , U3 , V1 , V2 , V3 , m) and zs = rs + csi , zx = rx + cxi ,
zr = rr + c(−ri − rEi ), ze = re + cei , ZR = RR + cR mod Q.
Signature: σ = (c, u, U1 , U2 , U3 , U4 , zs , zr , zx , ze , ZR ).
Verify(vk, m, σ): Check that ze ∈ {0, 1}`e +`c +`s and zs , zx ∈ {0, 1}`Q +`c +`s . Compute
v = (aw)−c f −zs g −zx hzr uc2
V3 = U3−c H ZR +ze mod P,

`E

+ze

mod n,

V1 = U1−c F ZR mod P,

V2 = U2−c GZR +zx mod P,

V4 = U4−c U1zs mod P

and verify that c = hash(vk, u, v, U1 , U2 , U3 , U4 , V1 , V2 , V3 , V4 , m)
Open(gmsk, m, σ): The opening protocol remains the same.
Revoke(gmsk, i): The revocation protocol remains the same.
FullRevoke(gmsk, i): Look up si and publish it on the certificate revocation list. Execute Revoke(gmsk, i).
P −1

P −1

Since si is now public anybody may check in old signatures whether U4 Q = U1 Q
whether the signatures have been formed by the fully revoked member.

si

mod P and therefore

Figure 3: Group Signature with Full Revocation.
[AdM03] speculate whether it is possible to construct a group signature scheme based only on one-way
functions. Following [IR89] we believe it is not possible to construct public key encryption from one-way
functions, and therefore not possible to construct a group signature scheme from one-way functions that
satisfies the security definition of [BMW03].
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A Group Signature Scheme Based on One-Way Functions and NIZK Arguments

We will present a group signature scheme with full-traceability and anonymity based on the assumptions that
one-way functions exist and that non-interactive zero-knowledge arguments exist.
11

Recall that one-way functions imply the existence of pseudorandom functions, signature schemes secure
against existential forgery under adaptive chosen message attack and statistically binding commitment to any
string. As shown in [DIO98] the statistically binding commitment scheme based on one-way functions from
[Nao91] can be made non-interactive.
The central idea in the group signature scheme we are going to present is that a member can demonstrate
membership by producing a signature on the message under an authorized verification key that is part of the
public key.
There is the question how the group manager will be able to tell the members apart. We let the public key
contain a commitment to a seed si for a pseudorandom function. By evaluating this function on a randomly
chosen element r, the member allows the group manager to identify him. On the other hand, nobody else can
tell the pseudorandom string apart from a random string, and therefore cannot tell who signed the message.
To force the member to use a correct seed we require him to produce a NIZK argument of correctness.
The protocol is described in Figure 4. For simplicity and to facilitate comparison with the [BMW03]
definition we do not include the join protocol in this description.
Group Signature Based on One-Way Functions and NIZK Arguments
KeyGen: Generate signature keys (vkGM , skGM ). Let pk be a public key for an unconditionally binding
commitment scheme. Select at random a seed sGM and let cGM be a commitment to sGM using
randomness rGM .
For each member generate signature keys (vki , mski ). Select also a seed si for the pseudorandom
function. Let ci be a commitment to si using randomness ri .
The public key is vk = (pk, cGM , vkGM , c1 , vk1 , . . . , ck , vkk ). The group manager’s secret key is
gmsk = (vk, s1 , . . . , sk ).
Member i’s secret key is ski = (vk, vki , mski , si , ri ).
Sign: The member wishing to sign message m does the following.
She generates a strong one-time signature key pair (vkOT , skOT ). She then forms
σOT = Signmski (vkOT ). She picks a random point r. She sets e = PRFsi (r) ⊕ σOT . Let p be a NIZK
argument that e is indeed the pseudorandom function evaluated in r under a seed si in one of the
commitments, XORed with a valid signature on vkOT under key vki , or it is the pseudorandom
function evaluated in r under seed sGM XORed with vkOT signed under key vkGM . Having done all
this she computes a one-time signature σall = SignskOT (m, vkOT , r, e, p).
The signature consists of σ = (vkOT , r, e, p, σall ).
Verify: The verifier wishing to verify a signature (vkOT , r, e, p, σall ) on message m checks the signature
σall and that the proof p is valid.
Open: The group manager, wishing to open a signature (vkOT , r, e, p, σall ) on message m first verifies the
signature. Then he goes through the list of seeds si that he has given members computing PRFsj (r).
When he reaches j = i he can extract a signature σOT on vkOT . Then he knows that i is the member
and he may demonstrate this by revealing σOT together with the key vki .
Figure 4: Group signature based on any one-way function and any general NIZK argument
We will now argue the following theorem.
Theorem 4 The group signature scheme described in Figure 4 has full-traceability and anonymity.
Sketch of proof.
Full-traceability. The zero-knowledge argument implies that either a valid signature points to one of the
12

members or e contains a signature under vkGM . But if the latter is the case, then we would be able to forge
signatures. Therefore, e must be such that it points to one of the members.
Suppose now that the adversary is able to generate a valid signature pointing to member i, without
corrupting party i or querying (i, m) to the signing oracle. We will use the adversary to forge a signature
under vki or vkGM . First, since we are using a strong one-time signature scheme the adversary cannot
reuse a public key vkOT that it has received from Sign(sk· , ·). By the NIZK argument p we have e =
PRFsi (r) ⊕ σOT , where σOT is a signature under vki or vkGM . However, with the knowledge of si and s
we may then extract this signature and therefore we have made a forgery.
Anonymity. Imagine the two experiments defining anonymity where we use respectively ski0 or ski1 to
generate the signature are distinguishable. In that case, the two experiments where we first guess i0 , i1 at
random, then run the two experiments but only output d if we guessed correctly and the adversary did not
query m, σ to Open or i0 , i1 to Corrupt, are also distinguishable. Now, set these two experiments up such
that for i0 and i1 we simulate the NIZK proofs when making signatures. By the zero-knowledge property of
the NIZK arguments, this means that we still have two distinguishable experiments. Imagine further, that
we form ci0 and ci1 as commitments to 0 but still use si0 and si1 when making signatures. By the hiding
property of the commitment scheme, the two experiments are again indistinguishable. Now, modify further
the experiments such that we use e = PRFs (r) ⊕ SignskGM (vkOT ) whenever Sign outputs a signature.
Since PRF is a pseudorandom function, the two experiments are still indistinguishable. Finally, instead of
simulating proofs make instead proofs using vk and s. Now, the two experiments are both distinguishable
and identical, a clear contradiction.

We do not know of any construction of public key encryption from one-way functions and non-interactive
zero-knowledge arguments. Theorems 3 and 4 therefore indicate that a group signature scheme having fullanonymity may require stronger assumptions than what is needed to obtain anonymity.
The scheme in Figure 4 can easily be extended to a traceable signature scheme [KTY04]. Theorems 3 and
4 can then be seen as indications that group signatures require stronger assumptions than traceable signature
schemes.

9

Conclusion

We have contributed in two directions. On the practical side, we have suggested a new group signature
scheme that is efficient and can be extended to support revocation and full revocation. Of a more theoretical
nature, we have noted that full-anonymity may require stronger assumptions than what is needed to achieve
anonymity.
This leaves an interesting open problem of suggesting a group signature scheme that supports full revocation but at the same time has full-anonymity.
While we have shown that in the static model our group signature realizes security model of [BMW03],
but for the dynamic case we gave only sketches of security proofs in this extended abstract.
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Security Proof of Basic Group Signature Scheme

Lemma 5 Let n = pq, where p = 2p0 + 1 and q = 2q 0 + 1 are safe primes. We assume the strong RSA
assumption holds for Z∗n . Let s, t ∈ Z∗n and d > 1 be produced by an adversary A such that sd = td mod n.
If d is odd we have s = t and if d is even we have s = ±t.
Proof. Assume to start with that d is odd. Then we have (s/t)d = 1 mod n. If p0 q 0 |d then we can break the
strong RSA assumption, since for any h we have h = h2d+1 mod n. If p0 |d and q 0 6 |d then gcd(n, 22d − 1) =
p and we have factored n. Likewise we get a non-trivial factorization of n if p0 6 |d and q 0 |d. Finally, if p0 6 |d
and q 0 6 |d then we are looking at a normal RSA-exponentiation and therefore s = t.
If d is even, then we can use the theorem to take care of the odd part. Assume therefore WLOG that
e
d = 2e . Since gcd(2, p0 q 0 ) = 1 we get (s/t)2 = 1 mod n implies (s/t)2 = 1 mod n. Then (s/t)2 − 1 =
((s/d) − 1)((s/d) + 1) mod n gives us s = ±t or a non-trivial factorization of n.

Lemma 6 Let n = pq, where p = 2p0 + 1 and q = 2q 0 + 1. We will assume the strong RSA assumption
holds. Pick g1 , . . . , gl at random from QRn . Let an adversary produce u ∈ Z∗n and x, x1 , . . . , xl such that
ux = g1x1 · · · glxl mod n. Then with overwhelming probability x | x1 , . . . , x | xl . In particular, if x = 0 then
x1 = x2 = . . . = xl = 0
We refer to Camenisch and Shoup for the proof of this Lemma [CS].
Lemma 7 The basic group signature scheme has full-traceability.
P −1

P −1

Proof. In any group signature the pair (U1 , U2 ) defines a unique x such that G Q = (U2 U1−XG ) Q mod
P , where XG is such that G = F XG mod P . A group signature contains an argument of knowledge of this
x and an argument of knowledge of a signature on x.
We will first argue in Claim 7.1 that we can use the group manager’s secret key to make perfect simulations of group signatures without knowing the xi ’s. This means that the signing oracle does not reveal
anything about the xi belonging to a member.
Next, we will argue in Claim 7.2 that if an adversary successfully produces a group signature on a new
message m not queried before, and this signature has (U1 , U2 ) encrypting Yi , then this implies knowledge of
xi . This means that we can use A in an algorithm to break the DDH problem in hF i.
Finally, we will argue in Claim 7.3 that any valid signature must contain (U1 , U2 ) pointing to one of the
xi ’s.
x

Claim 7.1 Given Yi (= Gxi mod P ), ei , and yi we can make a perfect simulation of a group signature for
member i.
Proof. Pick r ∈ {0, 1}`n /2 at random from and set u = hr yi mod n. Choose R ∈ ZQ at random and set
U1 = F R mod P, U2 = GR Yi mod P, U3 = H R+ei mod P .
Choose c ∈ {0, 1}`c at random and choose zx ∈ {0, 1}`Q +`c +`s , zr ∈ {0, 1}`n /2+`c +`s , ze ∈
`
{0, 1}`e +`c +`s , and ZR ∈ ZQ at random. Set v = a−c g −zx hzr uc2 E +ze mod n V1 = U1−c F ZR mod P ,
V2 = U2−c GZR +zx mod P , and V3 = U3−c H ZR +ze mod P
Define the random oracle to output c on query (vk, u, v, U1 , U2 , U3 , V1 , V2 , V3 , m).
Claim 7.2 If the xi of an uncorrupted member is inside the group signature, then the group signature contains a proof of knowledge of xi .
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P −1

P −1

Suppose (U2 U1−XG ) Q = G Q i mod P . In a valid signature we have, among other things, V1 =
F ZR U1−c mod P and V2 = GZR +zx U2−c mod P .
The c matches that of the hash-function evaluated in, among other things, U1 , U2 , V1 , V2 . Modeling the
hash-function as a random oracle the adversary can only have negligible chance of guessing this, so we can
assume that the adversary actually at some point made a query containing U1 , U2 , V1 , V2 . As an answer to
this query, it received a random challenge c and was able to produce ZR and zx . To have noticeable chance of
success it should also have had noticeable chance of answering another challenge c0 , i.e., produce satisfactory
0
0
0
0
0
0 , z 0 such that V = F ZR
ZR
U1−c mod P and V2 = GZR +zx U2−c mod P .
1
x
0
0
0
0
0
We deduce that U1c−c = F ZR −ZR mod P and U2c−c = GZR −ZR Gzx −zx mod P . This implies that
P −1

0

P −1

x

(z −z 0 )

((U2 U1−XG ) Q )c−c = G Q x x mod P . So, if (U1 , U2 ) point to xi , then we must have xi =
zx −zx0
c−c0 mod Q. Thus, we have successfully computed the discrete logarithm xi of Yi mod P .
Claim 7.3 A valid group signature contains one of the Gxi ’s inside (U1 , U2 ).
P −1

P −1

Proof. Define x as the element from ZQ such that (U2 U1−XG ) Q = G Q mod P . We will show that the
strong RSA assumption implies that a valid group signature with x not being one of the xi ’s implies that the
adversary is capable of an existential forgery attack on the CL-signature.
First, we have to make sure that the key generation algorithm does not reveal anything about the factorization of n, otherwise we could not use the strong RSA assumption in the proof.
with the
We choose abase , gbase , hbase at random from Q
QRn , and choose E1 ,Q. . . , Ek as random primes
Q
k

k

Ej

x

k

Ej

Ej

j=1
j=1
j=1
correct distribution. We may now compute a = abase
mod n, g = gbase
mod n, h = hbase
mod
n. This means that we do not need the factorization of n to produce the signatures (yi , Ei , ri ) on the xi that
we give to the members.
Consider now A trying to form a valid signature that does not point to one of the members. Define zE :=
c2`E + ze . From correct proofs to two different challenges c, c0 we
have v = a−cQg −zx hzr uzE mod
n and v =
Q
Q
0

0

0

0

(c−c0 )

0

k

Ej (zx −z 0 )

k

Ej (z 0 −zr )

k

Ej

r
j=1
j=1
a−c g −zx hzr uzE mod n. This implies that uzE −zE = abase
gbase x j=1 hbase
mod
Q
k
0
`
0
0
0
E
n. By Lemma 6, this implies that (zE − zE ) | (c − c ) j=1 Ej and thus (c − c )2 + (ze − ze ) | (c −
Q
0 , E , . . . , E , and c − c0 we get that (c − c0 ) | (z − z 0 )
c0 ) kj=1 Ei . Considering the sizes of zE − zE
1
e
k
e
0
0
and hence (zE − zE ) = ±Ei (c − c ) for some Ei . From Lemma 6 we also get (c − c0 ) | (zx − zx0 ) and
0
zr0 −zr
x −zx
0
(c − c0 ) | (zr − zr0 ). We define x = zc−c
0 and r = c−c0 . Removing the c − c factor in the exponent we get
(±u±1 )Ei = ±u±Ei = ag x hr mod n, which is a CL-signature on x.
In a real execution we do not set up the protocol with known Ei -roots of a, g, h. Rather we just reveal
a set of signatures. What we have shown above is just that the adversary will generate a CL-signature on
x using one of the Ei ’s belonging to a member. This means that we have an existential forgery on the CLsignature scheme unless x = xi mod Ei for some i. Considering the sizes of zx , zx0 relative to Ei we then
have x = xi for some Ei .
At the same time we have already seen in Claim 7.2 that a signature contains a proof of knowledge of
P −1
P −1
0
x
zx −zx0
x −zx
x such that (U2 U1−XG ) Q = G Q mod P , where x = zc−c
= xi we therefore
0 mod Q. Since c−c0
deduce that a valid group signature does indeed point out a member i ∈ [k].


It is worth noting that Claim 7.1 and Claim 7.2 hold even if we know the factorization of n. This matters
when we consider scenarios where the group manager generates n and therefore may generate it maliciously
and with knowledge of a lot of extra information about it.
Lemma 8 The basic group signature scheme has full-anonymity.
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Proof. The intuitive reason that we have full-anonymity is that since everything is encrypted and proved in
zero-knowledge, a signature does not reveal anything about the signer’s secret key. The obstacle is that the
adversary can ask the group manager to open messages. Essentially this gives a chosen ciphertext attack
on the cryptosystem used to hide the identities. We will argue that a signature actually is a CCA2 secure
encryption of the identity of the signer.
A valid group signature actually contains two encryptions of the member’s identity. We have (U1 , U2 ) =
R
(F mod P, GR Yi mod P ) and also (U1 , U3 ) = (F R mod P, H R H ei mod P ). This means we have two
ElGamal encryptions of messages that will allow the group manager to identify the signer. In addition to that,
the proof of Claim 7.3 shows that a group signature actually contains a proof of knowledge that (U1 , U2 ) and
(U1 , U3 ) point to the same member. We therefore have a setup of a CCA2 secure cryptosystem much like in
[NY90, CS98, Sah01].
Let us start with the expectation of Expf−anon
(1, k). We may set up a, g, h as in Claim 7.3, such that we
A
do not reveal the factorization of n. By Claim 7.1, we may simulate the group signature when generating the
challenge group signature by choosing the challenge in an appropriate way.
Since we are simulating the proof, we may form (U1 , U3 ) as a ciphertext encrypting H ei0 mod P instead
of H ei1 mod P . If A can notice the difference, then it means that it can break the semantic security of the
ElGamal encryption.
The next step we take is to switch the key we are using to decrypt. We set up the signature scheme
with knowledge of XH instead of XG , and use decryption of (U1 , U3 ) to find out who signed the message.
Since a proof that (U1 , U2 ) and (U1 , U3 ) point to the same member is included in the signatures A queries to
Open(gmsk, ·, ·) this oracle answers the same on all queries where (u, v, U1 , U2 , U3 , V1 , V2 , V3 , m) is not the
same as in the challenge signature. In other words, A does not learn from the openings whether it is XG or
XH that we use to decrypt.
The only thing we have to guard against is that A reuses (m, u, v, U1 , U2 , U3 , V1 , V2 , V3 ) from the challenge signature. Call the answers used in the simulated signatures for zx , zr , ze , ZR , and let the answers
0 .
produced by A be zx0 , zr0 , ze0 , ZR
0 = Z . U c V H −ZR = H ze = H ze0 mod P implies
Since U1c V1 = F ZR mod P we must have that ZR
R
3 3
that ze = ze0 mod Q. Since ze and ze0 are smaller than Q this shows that ze = ze0 .
`
`
0
0
The equation v = a−c g −zx hzr uc2 E +ze = a−c g −zx hzr uc2 E +ze mod n shows that 1 =
0
0
g zx −zx hzr −zr mod n. By Lemma 6 we then have zx = zx0 and zr = zr0 .
Overall, we therefore see that the adversary cannot recycle (u, v, U1 , U2 , U3 , V1 , V2 , V3 , m) without recycling the entire challenge group signature. Therefore, the adversary cannot tell the difference between using
XG and XH to decrypt.
We now have a hybrid signature with simulated proof and Gxi1 mod P in (U1 , U2 ) and H ei0 mod P in
(U1 , U3 ) and we use XH to reveal the identity of parties. We now consider the experiment where we use
U2 = GR+xi0 mod P . By the semantic security of ElGamal encryption, this is not something that A will
notice. The experiment has now been modified so much that it is simply Expf−anon
(0, k) with simulated
A
proof.
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